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Abstract

Bojan Otoničar, Nenad Buzjak, John Mylroie & Joan Mylroie:
Flank margin cave development in carbonate talus breccia facies: An example from Cres Island, Croatia

Plava Grotta, Cres Island, Croatia, is a flank margin cave developed in a coastal setting in talus breccia facies. The internal cave geometry of small entrances, intersecting adjacent chambers, remnant dissolutional bedrock pillars, and low arches matches diagnostic features used to separate flank margin caves from epigenic stream caves on one hand, and sea caves on the other. Plava Grotta is found, along with adjacent smaller caves, solely in a breccia facies that is most probably of Pleistocene age. This breccia is comprised of clasts derived from diagenetically mature, or telogenetic, Cretaceous carbonate rocks. The clasts are loosely cemented by vadose calcite cements. The breccia facies provide a three-dimensional porosity and permeability structure that behaves hydraulically in a manner similar to the high primary porosity and permeability of young eogenetic carbonate rocks in settings such as the Bahamas or Puerto Rico, and the many flow paths found in highly-tectonized telogenetic carbonate rocks in New Zealand. Plava Grotta is the first described flank margin cave from the coastal carbonate rocks of the Adriatic Sea. According to present sea-level position in relation to the cave, fresh-water springs in and adjacent to the cave, general tectonic subsidence of the area and Quaternary eustatic sea-level fluctuations, we propose the hypotheses that the cave was primarily formed during the MIS 5e sea-level highstand.
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Izvleček

Bojan Otoničar, Nenad Buzjak, John Mylroie & Joan Mylroie:
Jama tipa »Flank margin«, nastala v pobočni breči v območju mešanja sladke in slane vode: primer z otoka Cresa na Hrvaškem

Jama Plava Grotta na Hrvaškem otoku Cresu se je izoblikovala ob obali v pobočni breči. Relativno majhni jamski vhodi, geometrija jamskih rovov z dvoranami, ki jih povezujejo relativno nizki in ozki prehodi, ostanki raztopljenih stebrov pri kamnine in nizki oboki predstavljajo oblike značilne za jame "Flank margin" tipa, hkrati pa jih te oblike ločijo od epigenetskih na eni, in morskih jam na drugi strani. Plava Grotta se nahaja, kakor tudi sosednje manjše jame, izključno v breči, ki je verjetno pleistocenske starosti. Gradijo jo klasti, katerih izvor so bližnje diagenetsko zrele oziroma telegenetske karbonatne kamnine kredne starosti. Klaste na rahlo povezujejo vadozni kalcitni cementi. Breča predstavlja tridimenzionalno porožno in permeabilno telo, ki se obnaša v hidravličnem smislu podobno kot mlade eugenetske karbonatne kamnine Bahamov in Puerto Rico ali kot nekatere tkanje telogenetskih kamnin Nove Zelandije. Plava Grotta je prva jama "Flank margin" tipa opisana v obalnih karbonatnih jamahtih Jadranskega morja. Glede na položaj jame in sedanjega nivoja morske gladine, izvire sladke vode v jami in njeni okoli, generalno tkanje povezovanje brečja in kvartarne eustatično nihanje morske gladine domnevamo, da se je jama prvotno oblikovala v obdobju visoke morske gladine pred okoli 130.000 do 114.000 leti (MIS 5e).

Ključne besede: jame tipa "Flank margin", Hrvaška, otok Cres, pobočna breča, kvartar, obalne jame.
INTRODUCTION

Flank margin caves are so named because they develop in coastal environments by carbonate rock dissolution in the distal margin of the fresh-water lens, under the flank of the enclosing landmass (Neuendorf et al. 2005, p. 241). They have been described from carbonate islands around the world, from the Bahamas in the Atlantic (Mylroie & Mylroie 2007) to the Mariana Islands of the Pacific (Jenson et al. 2006), to the coasts of Australia (Mylroie & Mylroie 2009) and New Zealand (Mylroie et al. 2008a), as well as from carbonate coasts on continental settings such as Yucatan, Mexico (Kelley et al. 2006). Flank margin caves are part of a series of cave karst features that form on carbonate islands and coasts. These features have been organized by the development of the Carbonate Island Karst Model (CIKM), which seeks to explain the occurrence, form, and structure of karst landforms in island settings (Mylroie & Mylroie 2007, and references therein). Flank margin caves are the largest cave type that develops on simple carbonate islands, and as a result they have gained significant attention. The dissolutional mechanism for flank margin caves appears to be the result of three factors that act in concert. First, mixing dissolution occurs at the boundary between salt water and the overlying fresh-water lens (Back 1986), and also at the vadose zone contact with the phreatic zone at the top of the fresh-water lens (Bögli 1964). These two mixing zones are superimposed on each other at the distal margin of the lens, where the lens thins, creating an additive geochemical effect. Second, both the top of the fresh-water lens and the bottom of the fresh-water lens are density interfaces, and collect organic matter. Oxidation of this organic material produces additional CO₂ to drive carbonate dissolution, and extreme organic loading can drive the system anoxic, and bring H₂S dissolutional chemistry into action (Bottrell et al. 1993). Third, the distal margin of the fresh-water lens is a region of smaller lens cross-section, such that flow velocities are increased, transporting reactants in, and more importantly, products out, at a high rate (Raeisi & Mylroie 1995). While there has been debate about which of the three factors is most important, with some favoring bacterial action on organics (Schwabe & Carew 2006), and others implicating high flow velocities in the thinning lens (Moore et al. 2007), it is clear that the physical location in the distal margin of the fresh-water lens creates the largest dissolutional voids on carbonate islands. A complication regarding flank margin caves in active coastal regions is being able to differentiate these dissolutional caves from sea caves formed by mechanical action of wave erosion. Such differentiation is usually done by morphometric analysis of cave maps (Lace 2008; Waterstrat et al., in press).

Flank margin caves are a measure of both sea level position, as the distal margin of the fresh-water lens is at sea level, and sea level stability, as the duration of the lens at any one position helps control the size of the cave formed. Large flank margin caves have been demonstrated to form in short periods of time, in the order of ~10 ka (Carew & Mylroie 1995), but also to survive more than two orders of magnitude longer than they take to form, ~2 ma (Panuska et al. 1998). Data from the Bahamas indicate that small flank margin caves can form in as little as 3 ka (Mylroie & Mylroie 2007), which means they should be able to record sea level position even in places with active tectonic uplift or subsidence. Comparison of flank margin caves formed in the Bahamas with ones formed on Isla de Mona, Puerto Rico is instructive. The Bahamian caves formed during the last interglacial or MIS 5e; however, the very large Isla de Mona caves formed in the Late Pliocene prior to the rapid high-amplitude glacioeustatic sea-level changes of the Quaternary. The extraordinary large size of the Isla de Mona caves (up to 20 km of surveyed passage) is inferred to be a result of the fresh-water lens being stable at a single elevation longer than was possible in the Bahamas during the Quaternary (Mylroie & Mylroie 2007).

The reconnaissance study was initiated to determine if flank margin caves had developed in the diagenetically mature, and structurally deformed, telogenetic limestones of the Adriatic coast and islands. The first attempt to apply the flank margin model to telogenetic limestones was by Proctor (1988), on coastal outcrops of Devonian limestones in southwestern England. More recently, a study on telogenetic coastal carbonate outcrops on North and South Island, New Zealand helped establish the unique signature of flank margin processes in these mature rocks (Mylroie et al. 2008a). An unexpected outcome of the field work described here was the identification of flank margin caves in a breccia facies, as opposed to the actual in situ telogenetic rock.

The initial reconnaissance reported here examines a Croatian flank margin cave, Plava Grotta, on Cres Island (Fig. 1) in an active coastal zone to determine what parts of the flank margin model do or do not carry over to this Pleistocene breccia setting. Similarities and differences between known eogenetic examples and a Croatian example will help understand the fundamental processes involved in making flank margin caves. The reconnaissance also examined coastal caves and notches developed in an Upper Cretaceous carbonate setting near Martinšćica (SW coast of Cers Island) to determine if relict flank margin caves exist in the telogenetic rocks of the Adriatic region.
The Cres Island is one of the northern Adriatic islands south of Rijeka in Croatia surrounded by the Rijeka Bay from the North, Kvarner Bay from the West, and Kvarnerić Bay from the East (Fig. 1).

The Cres Island is the largest (405.7 km$^2$) and longest (66 km) Adriatic island. Tectonically, the Cres Island belongs to the External Dinarides, the most external thrust unit of the Dinaric fold and thrust belt (Korbar 2009). Paleogeographically, the area corresponds to the northern part of the Cretaceous Adriatic Carbonate Platform (sensu Vlahović et al. 2005) and in the minor extent to the Eocene synorogenic carbonate platform (sensu Otoničar 2007). A regional unconformity denoted by paleokarstic surface separates these two carbonate depositional systems (Otoničar 2007).

Due to subduction of the Adria microplate below the Dinarides (Blašković 1999; Kuk et al. 2000; Weber et al. 2006), the wider area of the Kvarner Bay and adjacent mountain belts has been seismotectonically very active in post-Pliocene period (Blašković 1999). The recent activity is reflected by the relatively frequent earthquakes (Kuk et al. 2000), and by tidal notches submerged after Roman-time to different depths relative to the position related to major faults (Benac et al. 2008). As a consequence of the subduction of the Dalmatian coast, the islands and Istria peninsula are submergent and sinking (e.g. Lambeck et al. 2004; Weber et al. 2006; Antonioli et al. 2007). However, Surić et al. (2009) suggest long-term tectonic uplift of 0.15-0.25 mm/a of the area with episodic subsidence events. Uplift of more than 10 mm/a of the SE part of Krk Island (adjacent island to Cres) is recorded by recent GPS geodetic measurements (Altiner et al. 2006).

The northern part of the Cres Island is mainly built of Cretaceous limestones and dolomites with subordinate patches of Paleogene limestones. Folded and steeply dipping carbonate beds are dissected by reverse NNW-SSE striking faults that give rise also to the specific morphology of the island. The island's interior is highly karstified. Karstic surface is commonly denoted by karrens and dolines, while subsurface features, like caves and shafts, are relatively rare but significant (Buzjak 1997; 2000). Steep slopes below the rocky cliffs (mostly structural escarpments) are covered by scree overgrown to a different degree with shrubs and trees. At the sea-level, predominately angular scree grains have been rounded by marine abrasion. Locally, scree material is cemented as a coarse-grained breccia (see below).

Specific geology, geomorphology, and hydrology of the island are represented by the 5.745 km$^2$ large karstic fresh water Vrana Lake in the middle of the island. The lake is a typical karstic cryptodepression with mean water-level, at approx. 13 m above msl., with a flat lake bottom that lies about 40 m below present msl. (Schmidt et al. 2000). The water budget of the lake, which is indicative of the climate of this part of the island, is close to equilibrium, with average precipitation from years 1927 to 1961 of 1,064 mm/a and evaporation of 1,161 mm/a (Rubinić & Ožanić 1992). The deepest

![Fig. 1: Map of the northern Adriatic Sea, showing the location of Cres Island and the two study sites on the island (white arrows).](image-url)
Plava Grota (a term “Grota” derives from Italian word “Grotta” for cave; synonyms: “Plava spilja”, “Škuja va Žanji”) is located on the west coast of Cres Island in a small Žanja Bay just southwest of Lubenice Village (Figs. 1 and 2). The bay is opened to the southwestern winds which can produce big waves. It ends in a 100 m long and up to 35 m wide carbonate pebble beach which passes into a carbonate scree upslope. On the eastern and southeastern sides, a breccia cliff 140 m wide and up to 10 m high (above the sea-level) encloses the bay (Fig. 3). It can be determined as a plunging cliff that lack development of a shore platform as a result of continuous changes of sea-level.

Plava Grota is the largest of a series of small caves and abrasion notches located on the eastern sea cliff of the bay (Figs. 3–5). Similar caves are found along an inland extension of the same cliff extending north adjacent to the beach area (Fig. 3, arrows 1 and 2). All of the caves and notches are developed in the stratified, loosely-cemented, and densely-packed clast-supported carbonate scree or talus breccia (Figs. 3–6). The breccia body is up to 15 m thick, covers an area of more than 2 ha, and lies unconformably over the Upper Cretaceous limestone (Figs. 3, 4 and 5B). The contact between the breccia and underlying Cretaceous limestone is erosional (Fig. 3, arrow 9 and Fig. 4). The breccia is internally stratified as demonstrated by the alternating size of the clasts (Figs. 5 and 6). The stratification is roughly parallel to the present upper slope of the breccia body with average inclination part of the lake, a funnel shaped depression which penetrates the entire sediment sequence to its maximum depth of 61.3 m below msl. (Schmidt et al. 2000), represents a possible hydraulic connection of the lake and the deep karstic aquifer (Biondić et al. 1997). From the Late Pleistocene on, the lake and simultaneously also the underground karstic hydrology of the island was controlled by the glacioeustatic fluctuation (mainly rising) of sea-level. Regarding the sediments from Valun Bay (NW Cres Island), sea level was about 55 m below present during cold period approximately 16.8 to 17.8 ka BP (Schmidt et al. 2000), and so the major part of the lake’s bottom was above that sea level. Subsequently, during the Late Pleistocene and Early Holocene, the Vrana was a shallow lake with fluctuating levels. After the transition stage, the present deep-water lake was established about 8.5 ka B.C. (Schmidt et al. 2000).

All documented Roman-time or older Quaternary tidal notches of the Kvarner Bay occur below the present mean sea level. Besides some tectonically-induced differences in position of the tidal notches in most of the area of Rijeka Bay, Vinodol Channel, and Bakar Bay (northern part of the Kvarner Bay) the notches are located 50–60 cm below biological mean sea level (Benac et al. 2004; 2008). Similarly, according to tidal notches and archeological in the adjacent tectonically relatively stable Istria Peninsula, mean sea level was also 50 to 60 cm lower in 1st and 2nd century A.D. than today (Fouache et al. 2004). On the other hand, Antonioli et al. (2007) claim, from the archeological evidences and models for eustatic and glacio-hydro-isostatic changes for the last 2000 years, that the Adriatic coast from the Gulf of Trieste to the southern end of Istria has tectonically subsided by ~1.5 m since Roman times. All above mentioned tidal notches were formed during an approximately 500 year-long relative still-stand phase of the sea level during the Roman-time (Fouache et al. 2004). Benac et al. (2004) claim, that later post-Roman drowning of the notches indicates their coseismic origin with rapid regional tectonic subsidence that possibly coincided with the presumed uplift in the eastern Mediterranean in 4th century A.D. However, Fouache et al. (2004) suggest that regional tectonically-induced subsidence is not acceptable because in the area of Istria no evidence of neotectonic activity has been found. In addition, tidal notches that normally comprise a deformed profile suggests relatively slow, and so not coseismic, rise of the sea-level. Notches that should be hypothetically associated with the high still-stand phase of marine isotope substage 5e (circa 125,000 years ago) have not been recorded in the area.
of 30° (Figs. 5B, 6A and 6B). Mostly angular and predominantly limestone breccia clasts may grade from fine stone to block in size. Locally, thin intercalations of calcareous sandstone occur. On the cave walls, stratification tens of centimeters in scale and gradation of clasts are visible (Figs. 6A–C). The breccia is cemented by coarse-grained equant to columnar calcite spar although needle fiber calcite precursors are still visible locally. At the site, the breccia extends at least few meters below the present mean sea level (Figs. 4–6). The stratified character of coarse-grained breccia, gradation, and dipping of the strata parallel to the slope suggesting “collective” particle movement related to some gravitational subaerial slope mass process, such as mass flows – i.e., grain flow, solifluction, etc. (see Bertran et al. 1997).

Recent retreat of the breccia body by the sea eros-
Fig. 6: Images from inside Plava Grota. A – Main chamber, with low arch leading southwest to adjacent chambers. B – Closer view of the arch passage on the image 6A. Note dissolution morphology of the arch and dark stained tidal zone. C – Remnant dissolution/abrasional bedrock pillars at the main entrance to the cave (between arrows No. 6 and 7 on Fig. 3). D – Partly submerged flowstone (arrow) on the wall of the far northeastern corner of the main chamber. Dark stained tidal zone of all images is approximately 30 cm high for scale (Photos A, C and D: N. Buzjak, photo B: M. Prelovšek).

Fig. 7: Map of Plava Grota. Note the relatively restricted entrances to the cave, and the many bedrock columns and adjoining chambers. Survey lines and stations are shown. Blue curved arrows indicate locations of fresh-water input to the cave.
sion is clearly evidenced by the cliff morphology of the coast with related truncation of the breccia beddings, collapsed breccia blocks at the recent sea bottom, and truncation of the cave chambers now opened to the surface through numerous highly irregular entrances facing the sea (Figs. 3–5 and 6C). Still today especially in the southern part of the cliff with related cave entrances and "wall-less" cave chambers are exposed to the very strong southern wind or "Jugo", that can induce waves a few meters high.

A fossil tidal notch cuts the breccia body approximately 0.5 m below the present mean sea level. The upper surface of the breccia, above sea level, is covered by a thin dark-grey calcrite-like crust (Fig. 5B). The present intertidal zone in the cave is dark brown and reddish stained most probably because of bacteria and red algae (Fig. 6). Locally, in more illuminated parts of the cave, also green probably cyanobacteria-derived staining is observed (Fig. 6C). Although the Cretaceous unbreciated limestone contains numerous joints, the breccia, with its calcrite cover, show no significant signs of post-depositional tectonic or slope-related processes (Figs. 3–6).

The areas of unbreciated rock do not contain any caves at this locality, although some small fresh water springs occur along the coast from sea level to some 30 m above it. In the area, few relatively big underwater springs (vruljas) occur as well.

Plava Grota is a series of elongated chambers and passages (Fig. 7) that extend for 46 m parallel to the coast, and for 30 m inland. The large main chamber on the northeast half of the cave is up to 8 m high, 24 m wide, and 27 m long. The volume of the known cave chambers is approximately 5,100 m³, extending over an area of 858 m². Vadose speleothems, primarily stalactites and flowstone, are found high on the east wall and ceiling of this chamber. In one place only, the flowstone extends below the mean sea level (Fig. 6D). Fresh-water discharges are located at the rear of the main chamber along the eastern wall, and at the very back of the cave to the southeast (blue curved arrows on Fig. 7). Chambers connected by low arches, with common isolated bedrock pillars define the passage morphology (Figs. 6A–C and 8). The six recorded entrances to the cave are above, below, and at sea level (Figs. 3, 4, 6 and 7). The entrances located at and above sea level are larger and more irregularly shaped (Figs. 4 and 6C) compared to those below sea level. The cave is completely developed in the above described breccia body (Figs. 3–8). The overall pattern of the cave is one of a series of interconnecting chambers that are tangential to one another (Fig. 7). The bottom of the cave is mostly covered by gravel of loose individual breccia clasts and larger, even few m³ large breccia blocks
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Fig. 8: Detail image of the wall rock of Plava Grota, showing its breccia characteristics and dissolutional morphology. While the wall is rough, following the clast morphology on the centimeter scale, on the meter scale the cave wall shows smooth undulation and rounding (Photo: N. Buzjak).

On the coastal outcrops of telogenetic Upper Cretaceous limestone just west of Martinšćica village in a low coastal cliff (Fig. 9), a series of cave chambers that are in the process of being breached by wave erosion occur. These small features were not mapped, but their morphology is consistent with phreatic dissolution (Fig. 10) and they may represent the initial stages of flank margin cave development. As can be seen in Figs. 9 and 10 the rock is highly fractured. The caves are at the head of a coastal embayment. These observations may allow an interpretation to be made, as will be discussed later.
DISCUSSION

There are a number of lines of evidence to suggest that Plava Grota is a flank margin cave. First, it has a number of entrances (Figs. 3, 4 and 7) that are very constricted relative to the size of the inner chambers and passages, which argues for a dissolutional origin and not a wave erosion origin. Second, it has several fresh-water discharge points in the back wall and sides (Fig. 7), indicating that fresh water/salt water mixing is currently possible in this setting. Third, the passage shapes and morphology (Figs. 6–8), and large chambers tangentially connected to adjunct chambers by low archways (Figs. 6A–B and 7), are consistent with those associated with flank margin caves (Labourdette et al. 2007). The location of smaller caves at the same elevation at this site with approximately equal separations between them (Figs. 3–5) is typical of flank margin cave development, often called a “beads on a string” pattern (Mylroie & Mylroie 2007).

The observation that Plava Grota and the nearby smaller caves are developed in breccia facies, and not the adjacent competent carbonate rock, indicates that the breccia has some controlling influence on cave development. Loosely-cemented breccia clasts exposed on the cave walls suggest high porosity of the breccia and/or high dissolution of intergranular cements. Roughness of the cave walls due to projection of the breccia clasts into the cave also reflects preferential dissolution of cements and falling out of the clasts. However, it is very difficult to estimate the importance of the corrosion versus erosion in the origin of the present cave and the interweaving of different processes in time and space in relation to sea-level position. We suggest that at least the early phases of cave evolution was primarily dissolutionally-controlled, as demonstrated by the morphology, shape and interconnection of the cave chambers, especially the smaller chambers where collapse modification has not occurred. During later phases, when the cave became opened to the sea by marine erosion of the breccia flank, material was also mechanically eroded and transported out of the cave, especially during storms as evidenced by the gravelly bottom of the cave and the beach with rounded pebbles on the southern side of the big chamber. Mechanical breakdown is most pronounced in the big chamber, where highest parts of the ceiling were formed by collapse, as shown by a few m³ large blocks of breccia below them. Because ceilings of some chambers now located above mean sea-level still contain characteristics of original phreatic dissolutional origin (Fig. 8), we suggest that major parts of these chambers were formed when the relative water table was above present mean sea level. Caves found along an inland extension of the cliff extending north adjacent to the beach area also require a higher relative water table for their origin. That relative water table was fluctuating after at least some parts of the cave had already been formed is evidenced by the flooded flowstone (Fig. 6D). It is possible that some channels that are recently below mean sea level are still forming and reshaping in today’s mixing zone as evidenced by fresh water discharges inside the cave (Fig. 7, blue curved ar-

Fig. 9: Low coastal cliff at Martinšćica. Cliff is approximately 4 m high for scale (Photo: J. Mylroie).

Fig. 10: Cave remnant in the sea cliff at Martinšćica. Note the cusps and pockets along the back wall, suggesting a dissolutional origin. Flashlight (encircled) is 15 cm long for scale (Photo: J. Mylroie).
rows). Solution sculptures related to corrosion processes due to episodic freshwater occurrence and mixing with seawater just below the sea-level have been reported from Y-cave of Dugi Otok, Croatia (Juračić et al. 2002).

Although this initial reconnaissance investigation has not included dating of breccia cements and submerged flowstone, we can still propose some hypothesis on the age frame of cave formation. Loosely lithified by vadose, most probably pedogenically-induced cements, the calcrite-like crust on the surface of the breccia body as well as depositional characteristics and geomorphology of the breccia body that are in accordance to recent slope, suggest relatively recent depositional and diagenetic processes of the breccia. Although the area has been tectonically quite active since the Pliocene, the breccia is tectonically practically undisturbed in contrast to Cretaceous and Paleogene carbonates of the area, what also suggests a relatively recent time of deposition. Because the breccia extends at least few meters below mean sea level, and according to the proposed depositional mechanism of the breccia, it is likely that it was formed during some past glacial period when the sea-level was lower than at present. Because in the area the Late Quaternary tectonic vs. eustatic vs. glacio-hydro-isostatic control on relative sea level (and hence the water table) is still unclear in details, it is very difficult to decide whether caves were formed during the Holocene or during some former high stand, most probably marine isotope substages (MIS) 5e some 130 to 114 ka ago. If the northern Adriatic Islands have been really sinking during Quaternary (see Vrabec & Fodor 2006; Benac et al. 2004; 2008) and if during Holocene eustatic sea level has never been higher than today considering also glacio-hydro-isostatic effects due to deglaciation (see Lambeck & Chappell 2001 and Lambeck et al. 2004) than the cave should have originated during some older high-stand period. If the global sea level was approx. 4–6 m higher during MIS 5e than today (Overpeck et al. 2006) [in the Mediterranean typically between 3 and 10 m above present sea-level in tectonically stable areas (Lambeck & Purcell 2005; Ferranti et al. 2006)] than the sinking rate was in the range between 0.025 to 0.05 mm/a to place the cave at present position, what is much less than average subsidence rate of approx. 0.15 mm/a near relatively adjacent Trieste (Lambeck et al. 2004) or 0.75 mm/a suggested by Antonioli et al. (2007) for the last 2,000 yr for NE Adriatic coasts. Although having a very high uncertainty regarding age and shoreline position Ferranti et al. (2006) suggest 0.21 mm/a of the sinking rate for the last 125,000 yr near Triest from lagoonal deposits in boreholes. However, there is also the possibility that some uplift has occurred at times during Quaternary in the region (e.g., Altiner et al. 2006; Surić et al. 2009), which would reset the subsidence clock. According to position of submerged speleothems with depositional hiatuses that represent MIS 5a highstand records Surić et al. (2009) suggest a long term regional tectonic uplift of 0.15 to 0.25 mm/a with episodical subsidence events generated by collision of Adria microplate with European continent. Substage 5e tidal notches if developed at all may have been destroyed during 125,000 years lasting subaerial corrosion. It is possible that the 5e notches of the Eastern Adriatic coast were not developed in such size than some of tectonically more stable areas of the Mediterranean, like for example Sardinia (see Lambeck et al. 2004; Ferranti et al. 2006; Antonioni et al. 2007 and references therein).

If the cave formed during the Holocene then the relative sea level should be at least few meters higher some time between 8.5 to 2 ka ago than it is today. Namely, the sea-water in Valun Bay and fresh-water in Vrana Lake reached approximately present day water-level some 8.5 ka ago (Schmidt et al. 2000) while approximately 2 ka ago Roman time sea-level still-stand occurred (Fouache et al. 2004). In this scenario, the cave should have formed in a relatively narrow time frame. During and after this time, substantial erosion of the breccia body should have occurred. In addition, higher relative sea-level should be followed by regression and Roman time still-stand when the presently approximately 0.5 m below mean sea level submerged tidal notch was formed. If this scenario is valid then it might be expected that at least some remains of tidal notches related to the cave forming high-stand would be preserved in the area. However, notches are exposed on coastal rocks, whereas flank margin caves are just within the coast, such that the erosion necessary to breach the flank margin caves would also necessarily remove the coastal notches (Lace 2008; Waterstrat et al. in press). Polyphase cave development should not be neglected especially because fresh-water discharges are still present in the cave and fresh and marine waters are still mixing.

The largest flank margin caves in New Zealand, at Kaikoura, are developed in a highly-tectonized carbonate unit, the telogenetic Amuri Limestone. The rock consists of fragments 10 to 20 cm in size (Fig. 11), not unlike a breccia facies at Plava Grota except that the blocks are in situ and not rotated or translated (Mylroie et al. 2008a). In Bahamian eogenetic rocks, Mylroie et al. (2008b) demonstrated that flank margin caves had developed in coastal breccia facies on both Crooked Island (Fig. 12A) and Rum Cay (Fig. 12B). The New Zealand situation was explained to occur as a result of the many fractures present allowing water to work across the volume of the rock, as opposed to merely in two
dimensions along widely-spaced joints and bedding planes, as in most telogenetic carbonate rocks (Mylroie et al. 2008a). The breccia enclosing Plava Grota and the nearby smaller caves is a material able to host a large volume of water in a medium that also has a very high hydraulic conductivity. In that regard, the Plava Grota breccia (and the New Zealand tectonized carbonates), while made of telogenetic clasts, behaves hydraulically like a porous and permeable eogenetic carbonate rock.

The high hydraulic conductivity of the breccia attracts water from the bedrock mass behind it, resulting in a focusing of flow into the breccia unit to create discharge areas to the sea. These discharge areas are locations where fresh water and salt water mixing can occur, and where decreased lens thickness at the coast increases flow velocities. This situation mimics in many respects the coastal conditions found in the eogenetic rocks of the Bahamas and Puerto Rico, creating the unique dissolutional signature of flank margin caves.

We suggest that the catchment area of the Plava Grota discharge area is local and not related to the Vrana Lake hydrogeology. Namely, the main lithologic, structural, and morphologic lines of this part of the island run parallel to the coast and so form hydrogeologic barrier between the Vrana Lake and the coast. In addition, the main outflows of the island’s aquifer are still adapted to pre-Holocene karstic hydrogeology what is reflecting in deep outflow of the lake (Biondić et al. 1997) and relatively large submarine springs, while springs adjacent to the Plava Grota are small and some of them even more than 10 m above the highest level of the lake. It has been demonstrated in the Yucatan that flank margin caves can form in response to isolated coastal hydrology, while deep conduit systems underflow them (Kelley et al. 2006).

The placement of flank margin caves within embayments is a result of those embayments creating a focus of ground-water flow that can enhance flank margin cave development (Stafford et al. 2004). The center of an embayment is a shorter flow path for groundwater than a subsurface route along the sides of the embayment. The potential small flank margin caves at Martinšćica are at the head of a small embayment. The embayment at Plava Grota has collected sediment which has advanced seaward, damming past discharge points and moving the active discharge point to the vicinity of Plava Grota.

**CONCLUSION**

Plava Grota is entirely developed in Pleistocene talus breccia with clasts derived from telogenetic carbonate rocks. It is very likely that the cave’s present appearance is to a great extent the result of processes characteris-
tic of a flank margin cave development related to MIS 5e obliterated by subsequent marine erosion processes and transformation in the vadose and recent mixing fresh/marine water zones. As such, it is the first flank margin cave to be described from the carbonate rocks in, and bordering, the Adriatic Sea. The restriction of the Plava Grota and the adjacent caves to the breccia facies reflects the three-dimensionality of such an aquifer, its high storage, and its high hydraulic conductivity. In that respect, as in New Zealand's telogenetic example at Kaikoura, the best flank margin cave development occurred when the telogenetic rocks (or their breccias) created a hydraulic environment comparable to that which exists in highly porous and permeable eogenetic carbonate rocks such as are found in the Bahamas and Puerto Rico.

Cres Island is in a tectonic setting, where many of the islands are actively subsiding. As a result, for flank margin caves to be found at sea level today requires that their development has been very rapid and/or a scale of tectonic subsidence has not been very distinctive following cave development. The presence of Plava Grota, with its present-day fresh-water discharges, and the small caves in agreement with modern sea level and coastal topography at Martinšćica, indicate that flank margin cave development is an active and on-going process on Cres.

Future work, e.g., dating of breccia cements, calcite, and flowstone, is needed to determine the exact time frame of cave development. Thus, the Plava Grota could offer reliable data on relative sea-level position and/or eustatic/isostatic/tectonic evolution of the area during the Quaternary.
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